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ABSTRACT

We investigate the asymptotic behavior of the uniform distance between the
distributions of the random maximum of cumulative sums and suPte[o. l]WU
where Wt is the Wiener process. It is assumed here that the variates are
independent and identically distributed. We show that, under some weak
conditions on the random index of the maximum, the approximation order of
the uniform distance is as sharp as in the Berry-Essen Inequality. The main
tools of achieving this are the use of the Hausdorff-metric and some
probabilistic arguments.

INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS

The main scope of this study is to assess the asymptotic performance
order for the unifonn distance between the distribution of the random
maximum of cumulative sums (CUSUM) of independent random variables and
G(x)

= 2~(x)-I, x > 0, where ~(x) denotes the standard nonnal distribution.

The literature on the maxima of CUSUM is extensive, with prominent
contributions from Erdos and Kac (1946), Donsker (1951) and Billingsley
(1968), among others. Applications of the theory have been used on a variety
of problems, including Markov chains, random walks, renewal theory, quality
control, queuing theory and others. However, in most of these applications
the index of the maxima of CUSUM was assumed to be fixed, and for those
applications in which the index was random, it was assumed that the index
over a known function tends "with" or "in" probability to a constant value.
Our attention here focuses on obtaining the rate of convergence in the
functional central limit theorem, for more general, yet realistic, stopping rules.
Throughout this paper, we suppose that {X, ~; i E N} {N is the set of
natural numbers) is a sequence of real-valued independently and identically
distributed random variables (Li.d.r.v. 's) defined on

~(O,

F, P, R), the

system of all random variables X : 0- R (R is the set of real numbers) with
EX = 0, £X2 = 1 and E / X /3
let Mt,u

<

= mUt~j~u(Sj - SJ, for k

simply use

Ma.

00.

Let So = 0, Su = Xl

+ ... + Xu and

= 0, 1, 2, ... , n. Instead of Mo,D' we shall

It is clear that Mt,u ~ 0, for all

°

S k S n, n E N, and it is

a non-decreasing random variable. Let Tu : 0 - N, for n E Nand T : 0[d, (0), be F-measurable with d

>

°

and fixed. The symbol "c" denotes a

generic positive constant, not necessarily the same at each appearance, while
Ch

i = 1, 2, ... denotes particular versions of c. Define

au = O(bJ, if 3 c

>

0, such that
[xl

laa I S

= max {n

cb. for all n. For x E R, we let [xl

= 1, if x

< 1 and

E N; n S x}, if x > 1. Let I(E) represent the indicator

function of the event E.
Shreehari (1968), motivated by the work of Anscombe (1952), Renyi
(1960) and Blum et al. (1963), has shown that if T. : 0 - N, n E N and
T : - (0, 00) are F-measurable, such that for all 0

> 0,

and, if ~ = 0 and Var OQ = 1, then
if x < 0

(1.2) lirn-GDP(MT

•

s

xT~) =

G(x) =
if x > O.

The importance of studying (1.2) is well established in various
applications of stochastic processes; for example, renewal and queuing theory.
Further, it is equally desirable for both application and theoretical purposes to
know how early the distribution of MT converges to G(x).

•

The purpose of this paper is to obtain the sharpest possible order of
approximation of H(T., T) = SUpxE[O.GD) I P(MT S xT~) - G(x) I under some

•

weak conditions on T. and T. In establishing this, we are aided by using some
ideas found in Landers and Rogge (1988). Here, T is a random variable
which might depend upon the sequence {~, i E N}. The approach,
introduced here, requires the assumption of a condition on T that characterizes
its dependence on the process.
It turns out that the one-sided Hausdorff-metric between the q-fields
q(T) and F. == q(Xh ... ,

XJ allows one to fonnulate such a condition.

The condition needs the following ·preliminary definitions: Let F(ll and
F(1) be u-fields and define

(1.3) dCA, F(1J = infBEF P(A£\B) and
(1)
p(F(1)' F(1J = SUPAEF dCA, F(1».
(1)

+ p(F(1)' F(IJ is the Hausdorff-metric between F(I) and F(2)' if

Then P(F(ll F(1J

the u-fields are completed; otherwise, we have only pseudometric in general.
The use of Hausdorff distances is adopted here. .
Let 0

<

a S Ih, pER. Further, let TD: 0 -N; T: 0 - [d, 0Cl) be

F-measurable with d

> 0; {£j; i E

N} be such that ED > lin and ED tends to

zero as n tends to infinity. Finally, let

(1.4) P(

T

I _D
[nT]

(1.5) p(u(T), FJ

- 1

I > eJ

= O(E~), and

= O(n---Oog n)p).

Then, we shall show that

(1.6) H(TD' T)

= SUpxE[O,CIO) IP(MT

D

S xT~) - G(x)

I = O(E~) + O(oJ,

where 0D depends upon the order of p(u(T), F.); this dependence will be
described subsequently.
The layout of the remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 contains the main result of the investigation. Section 3 contains the

proof of the main result stated in Section 2; some remarks are presented in
Section 4; the proof of certain auxiliary lemmas are delayed until Section 5.

THE RESULT
In this section, we first exhibit sufficient conditions for obtaining the
rate of convergence of the uniform distance of the distribution of M TD and

G(x).
The sequence of constants {ei; i E N} is such that ell ~ lin and
converges to zero as n tends to infmity. The list of conditions are:

Cl:

The sequence {X, ~; i E N} E L:J(O, F, P, R), Le., EX = 0,
~ = 1 andEIXI3

<

C».

Let Til : 0 -- N, n E Nand T : 0 - [d, C») be F-measurable with

d > 0, then

C2:

and C3:

P(

I~
- 1 I > en>
[nT]

p(u(T), FJ

=

O(e~),

= O(n-G(1og n)p), for ex

E (0, 1,6], and ~ E R.

Our main result is now summarized in the following Theorem.

Theorem. If Conditions CI-C3 are satisfied, then

I

(2.1) H(Ta, T) = SUpxE[O....) P(MTa S xT~) - G(x)

I

= O(e~)

+ 0(00),

where

a
Oa = 0a(a,p)

=

Ih
n- lfg log n
n- Ih (log n1+ 312

a

a

= In, P < -3/2
= In, P = -3/2
= In, P > -3/2

n....(log n)P+a

a E (0,

In), pER.

DISCUSSION

The following remarks add further insight into the results obtained
here.
1.

If we replace C2 by the strongest conditions, Le.,
P(

I ([nT])-ITa - 1 I > en> = 0

then, following the proof of the Theorem, we observe from (4.3) that
H(Ta, T) S I

+ IT, only.

IT S SUPxE[O....){P(M[aT]

+ O(oJ.

>

From (4.4) I = O(oJ and from (4.16),
x[nT]ln) - P(M[aT](I-&)]
a

>

x[nT]Ih) = O(e~)

Hence a better approximation order than O(e~)

+ 0(00)

for

(2.1) cannot be obtained. On the other hand, replacing it by a weaker
condition
P(

I ([nT])"ITa - 1 I > en> = O(e~aJ,

with aa tending to infinity, we can no longer obtain approximation
order O(e~)

+

O(oJ for (2.1) as stated in the Theorem;

ii.

If T is a constant, then p(o(T), FJ

BE

O. In this case, arguing

essentially the same way as above, it follows from (4.4) that I

= O(n-'h)

Nagaev (1970). Similarly, from (4.16) - (4.22) it follows that
IT

= O(e~).

Consequently, the approximation order of H(Tn, T) cannot

be better than O(e~);

iii.

If Tn

= n, and T = 1, then it follows that H(n, 1) = O(n-'l.z), Nagaev

(1970), which, of course, agrees with (2.1), since en

~

lin (Le., we

apply our result for 8n = lin).

IV.

If, instead of E I X

I 3, we have E I X I 2+&, for 0 <

0 S 1, then, the

analysis remains the same, but some modifications need to be made. In
particular, en can be chosen such that ell ~ n-&, and en tends to zero as
n tends to infinity. For On, everything remains the same, except instead
of ex

= Ih or ex

E (0, Ih), we set ex

= 0/2 or ex

E (0, 012),

respectively.

v.

Moreover, if E

IX Ir <

00,

for r ~ 4, then one may obtain a better

approximation (the remaining term will not possibly exceed the order of
n-rn); but this might be done at the expense of algebraic simplicity,
since one should look at the second, third, or even larger order of
approximation.

A possible answer to this question (v) may be formulated as follows:
Let
H'(TIl' T)

= SUpxE[O,ClII) I P(STn

S T~) - R(x)

I,

where R(x)

= G(x) + g(x)tj.tQj(x) E[nTJj!2, g(x) is the

dG(x) , and Qj(x) is
dx

a polynomial of degree 3j-l (different to those in partial sums in terms of the
coefficients), and their coefficients are functions of the cumulants of the X's
up to j +2 order. Suppose that
E

I X I r+2+& <

P(

I~
- 1I >
[nT]

p(o"(T),FJ

and lim sup I tI

for some 0 E (0, 1];

00,

ErY\

= O(Ea'h) ,

= O(n -Cl(logn)p),

tao

I f(t) I <

for some Ea

~

n -(r+&) and Ea

~

O·'

for ct E (.:., r+o], and (3 as above;

2 2

1, Cramer's Condition,

where f(t) is the characteristic function of X. Then, one may have that
H(Ta' T)

= O(n -(r+&)I2).

This corresponds to the Chebyshev-Cramer expansion.
The verification and validity of this result is not attempted here.
AWlication. Suppose that {~ : i E N} is an Li.d. sequence with mean p. >

o and standard deviation

(1,

both of which are unknown and exist. Define the

following stopping rule

Tc

= inf{n

~ 1:

Sa

S

-eu

a},

for some c

> 0,

~_

1 D
L i-I (Xi
n
It is known that

where Oil -

-

-

X)2

•

This, in turn, shows that a sequence {Eu : n E N} of constants exists
such that

for some

e.

Since

uT a~.

(1.

~

lin.

u a.:J.
D

and T e a~. 00, as c too, it follows that

If, on the other hand, E I X

true-that uTe S
be seen that

(1

JSUPD~2U;

EuT

c:

<

IP <

EuTe

<

00,

for some p > 2, it is

. Thus, using the maximal ergodic lemma, it can

00.

Furthermore, since the random variable
condition

00,

uTe

> 0 fulfills the

it can also satisfy C3, this is because
supP(ui
B Ae
(ui E B
BE
e
S

p(uie

> [c])

S

nrx

1,

... ,

X[cj])

[cr'h EC1Te •

Thus, one can conclude from this, that the stopping rule T e is one of the class
presented in the Theorem.
In quality control, it is of interest to know the position of change (out

of control) of a particular process, so an action needs to be taken, Page
(1954). Therefore, determining the probability that the process is below a
certain level before it hits, for the fIrst time, the boundary -CuTe (which is one

of the lines that the process is considered to be out of control if it is passed),
is of great importance. However, this is nothing else than finding the best
approximation of the probability

Hence the following corollary is in order.

Corollary 1. If {Xn : n E N} is an Li.d. sequence of r.v. 's with mean JJ. E

(0, (0) and finite variance

then, for x

cr, estimated by

d~ = .!. E7.1(Xi n

X)2, and if

> 0,

where {En : n E N} is defined above.
Arguing exactly as above, it can be seen that if {Xn : n E N} is an
Li.d. sequence with EX
c

> 0,

°<

a

= JJ.

E (0, (0) and T c

< 1, then
a.s.

-

as c

t

00.

Hence the following result is also true.

= inf{n

> 1 : Sa < -en"},

CoroIlaIy 2. If {X. : n E N} is an LLd. sequence of r.v.s with mean
p. E (0, (0) and fmite variance UZ, and if

then, for x

> 0,

where {e. : n E N} is given above.

PROOF

This segment of our work bears considerable resemblance to the work
of Landers-Rogge (1988), where similar results are proven for the random
sums. For reasons of convenience, we operate with the same notations used
by Landers-Rogge (1988). As mentioned earlier, the proof of some useful
auxiliary Lemmas are presented in Section 4.
It is easy to see that

(4.1) H(Tn, T) =
=

where

~n

[nT]'h

IP(MTn S xT~) - G(x) I
SUpxE[O,oo) I P(~nMTn S x[nT]'h) - G(x) I,

SUpxE[O,oo)

=--.
Tn

[nT]'h
I- -

1 I > (2eJ'h)
T'h
Rogge, 1988), it follows froYn Lemma 1 that

Then, since P(

= O(e~) (see, e.g., Landers-

Also, using the triangle inequality, (4.2) can be bounded above as follows.
(4.3) H(TIl' T) < sUPXE[O,CD) I P(M[IlT] S x[nT]'h) - G(x) I
+ sUPXE[O,CD) I P(MTIl S x[nT]'h)-P(M[DT] S x[nT]'h) I +O(e~)
= I + IT + O(e~).
In order to show the Theorem, it is sufficient to show that

(4.4) I
(4.5)

= SUpxE[O, CD) IP(M[DT]

n=

< x[nT]'h) - G(x)

I = O(oJ and

SUpxE[O, CD) I P(MT sx[nT]'h)-PCMrDT]Sx[nT]'h) I = O(e~)+O(oJ.
Il

Proof of (4.4). Let Nt

= {2i ;

i E N} and Nil

= {"

E Nt; " s [_n_]}.
log n
Set j(n) = max Nil' Let Bm E F, mEN, and Bm(,,) = {P(Bm / F.) > Ih},
Bm(O) = q, and Bm(lh) = O. It is obvious that Bm(,,) E F.. Next, we partition
the event Bmas follows.
(4.6) ICBm)

= I(Bml-I(BmG(m»)+ E

{I(Bm(,,»-I(Bm(,,/2»}+I(Bm(I» .

• ENm

In showing (4.4), it is first necessary to define D. for"

I

= 1, 2,

... , j(m),

D. = sUPXE[O,CD) E{ICMm S xm'h) - G(x)}{I(Bm(,,» - I(Bm(vI2»} /.

It is now natural to extend the above definition by introducing the sequence
{~,

m ~ nd}, which is related to D" v= 1, 2, ... , j(m), as follows:

(4.7) ~

=

SUpxE[O.ClO)

I P<Mm < xm~,

s E I I(Bm> - I(B.(j(m») I

BuJ - G(x)P<Bm) I

+

E

D,

,EN U{l)

•

The last equality in (4.7) follows from Lemma 2(ii), and the way we
constructed B.(v). (See, also (12) in Landers-Rogge, 1988).

Thus, in fmding a manageable bound for (4.7), it is necessary to obtain an
inequality for D,. Calling upon Lemma 3 and the fact that v S [

m ], we
log m

have that

(4.8)

D,=SUpxE[O,ClO)

<

~ ~~

I

I[p<Mmsx~m

I F,)-G(x)][I(B.(v»-I(B.(v/2»]dP I

{v'h p(B.(v)LlB.(v/2»

+

I

{I s, I +

M,}dP},

S.(,)MI.(,I2)

and

And now, combining (4.8) and (4.9), the following bound for

~

is

obtained,

IxldP}

~ ~
E {v'hP(Bm(v)ABm(; »+
m .EN

+

m

1
{P(B.(l»
m'h

J

{ I s. I +M.}dP}.

B (.)48 (.12)

m

m

+

J

IxldP}

B (I)

m

{ I s. I

+ M.}dP}.

The final statement follows from the fact that

The next step of the proof of (4.4) is to express the left hand side of (4.4) with
respect to (4.10). To do this, we shall first define the event Bm to be
{[nT] = m}. It is clear that Bm E o(T), the q-algebra generated by T. For
reasons of convenience, we assume that nd

~

3, where d is the lower bound

of the domain of T.
Thus,
(4.11) I

= SUpxE[O,..) I P(M[Dl1
= SUpxE[O...)

Set

I

< x[nT]'h) - G(x) I

E {PCMm S xm'h, Bm> - G(x)P<Bm)}
m:tDd-1

I

Xu to be the event {Mu > (2nlog n)'h}. Then, by (4.10), (4.11) can

be bounded above as follows:
.5

(4.12) I < E
j-I

~(n),

where

R 1(n) =
R2 (n)

}; d(Bm, Fj(m»
mOtcID-l

= cs};
mOtcID-l

_1_ {P(Bm(l»
m~

Ixl dP}

+ Jf
B (I)

m

R3(n) =

C6 };
mOtcID-l

1
m~

(2J.1log J.I)~d(B., F.n,).

.eNm

and

The rest of the proof of (4.4) relies on proving that each

~(n)

= O(oJ,

i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

Landers-Rogge (1988) have shown that
of order

~(m)

for i

= 1, 2, 3 and 4 are

O(oJ, so it remains to show that Rs(n) is also of the same order. In

conjunction with Landers-Rogge's (1985) arguments (see e.g., expressions
(29)-(32», it follows that

(4.13) Rs(n)

= ~ };
a O!: clD-l

M/J.I~

= Ca n~
1 .e};N1(lOg J.I)'h

f - - - - I ( - - - - > l)dP
(log J.I)'h

(log J.I)'h

In conjunction with Lemma 4, it follows that, for c

(4.14) Rs(n) < Cs

> 1,

1
n'l..
kEN

This completes the proof that I

= O(oJ.

Proof of (4.5>' Since Mu is a non-decreasing sequence and M D ~ 0, for all
n EN, it follows that

(4.15) P(MTn < x[nT]'I..) < P(MTn < x[nT] '1..,

I

TD
[nT]

-

11

< eJ

+ O(e~)

Using (4.15), the left-hand side of (4.5) can now be bounded above as shown
in the following inequality.

Further, a decomposition of the event Bm is needed. Let Am be the event
{P(Bm

I

Fj(D)

> Ih}. The events Am, for m > od, are disjoint and Am E

Also, because of Lemma 2(ii), P(BmAAm) = d(Bm,

Fj(D)'

Fj(D)'

Hence
(4.17) IT < sUPXE[O,ClD){P<MrnT]

>

x[nT]'I..) - P(MUDT](I-r,.)J

= sUPXE[O,ClD){ m;tdD-l
1: {P<Mm >

>

x[nT]'h)}

xm'l.., Bm> - P(M[M(I-ta>l > xm'l.., Bm>}}

- P(Am,M[m(I-r,.>J

>

xm~)}.

To obtain the desired result in (4.5), a close study of the following difference
is required. Since

M.

Now, since Am E Fj(D)
M[m(I~J.Dl

:S Mt

5E

+ Mt •Dfor 0

:S k :S n, it follows that

<T(Xh ... , Xj(D»' j(n) = [_n_],
log n

E <T(X[Dl(I.'.>J+h ... , X.), it follows that Am and M[m(I.'.>J are

independent.
Thus, (4.18) can be written as follows.

Then, applying some of the steps in the proof of Lemma 3, (4.19) is deduced
that
(4.20) R...D =

JA.m{ JP(m~x-h<M[m(I-l'>J:sxm~ IFj(a»dP(M[m(I·'D>l.mSh)}dP
c1oP(Am)

S------([m(I-e.)]-j(n»~

~

[

m~X-Mj(D)
([m(l-eJ]-j(n»~

]

-

~

m'hx-M;(D)-h
]
------[ ([m(l-eJl-j(n»'h

dP(Mrm(l-csa>l.m

~

h)dP.

Therefore, in exactly the same way as in Lemma 3, and since
m ~ nd and j(n)

= [_n_],

the integral part in the second term of (4.20) is
log n
bounded above by cn I hi, which implies that
m'h
(4.21)

R..n

~

1
Cl2 P(A.J { m'h

+

E I Mrm(I~sa>l.m I
m'h

}.

Since, EX = 0, and EX2 = 1, it is known that, for r > 1,
E I Sm - Srm(l-csa>l 12r S c(eDmY.
Hence, by Erdos-Steckin result (see Lemma A in Moricz, 1976), it follows
that,
2
hm'h .
ElM[m(1~sa>l.m I <
- (ElM[m(l-csa>l.m 1 ')1I(2r) <
- C•e'D

For the sake of completeness, Erdos-Steckin result is stated at the end of
Section 4 as Lemma 5. In our case,

~m(l~sa>l+l

= ... =

am

= 1. Thus, (4.21)

can be expressed as follows,
1
(4.22) Rm.D < CI~(A.J {~ + e~}.
m

Inserting (4.22) into (4.18) and the result of this substitution into
(4.17), the proof that II

= O(oJ + O(e~) is now completed, since

1: P(A.J S 1 and 1: d(Bm,Fj(D» :s; 4p(u(T),Fj(DJ

m~_

m~_

= O(oJ.

AUXILIARY RESULTS

In this section, we collect all the Lemmas which were used in the
proof of the Theorem.
The proof of the following Lemma is simple and, hence, is omitted.
Lemma 1. Let {~II; n E N} and {YII; n E N} be sequences of r. v. 's and let

WII

= ~IIYII'

Suppose that {all; n E N} and {{311; n E N} are two sequences of

positive constants which tend to zero as n tends to infinity. If

i. SUpxE[O,c») I P(YII < x) - G(x) I = O({3J
and

ii. P( I ~II - 1 I

>

aJ = O({3J,

then

I

SUpxE[O.c») P(WII S x) - G(x)

I = O(aJ + O(f3J.

Lemma 2. (Landers-Rogge, 1986) Let F(l) and Fa) be two subfields of F,
then

i. If {BII ; n E N} is a sequence of disjoint events of F(l)' then the
following result is true:

and

ii. If A E F, then if B = {P(A IF(l) > Ih}, we have that

The following result is the conditional version of Nagaev's result.

Lemma 3. Let {Xi; i E N} be a sequence of LLd.r.v. 's with
~ = 1 and E I Xi P = b <

00.

E~

= 0,

Then, for all k < [_n_], the following
log n

inequality is satisfied P - a.e.

SUPXE[O,CD) I P<Mst

frQQf. Since X., X2,

independent and

~

...

S

xn'h I FJ

- G(x) I

are LLd" then the variables Mit and MIt,D are

and Mk,D are equiprobable. Further, it is easy to see

that, for all k S h < n, ~ - St < maxltShSD~
MIt,D S mu.:ShSDSb

+ I Sit I , and for all 0

+ I Sit I , which implies that

< h S k, Sb S maxOShSltSh,

which again implies that Mt S m3XoSh<ltSh' By adding these two inequalities
it follows that for 0 S k S n,

Mu

~

Mit

+ Mk,D - I St I .

(5.1) ~(FJ = sUPXE[O,CD) IP<Mn S xn'h I FJ
S

sUPXE[O,CD) IP<Mt

Hence,

- G(x) I

+ Mk,D - I Sit I

<xn'h I FJ

- G(x) I

Mk,D

-

n
Mk-IStI
sUPXE[O,CD) IP(
<x( _~'h
IFJ
(n-k)'h
n
(n-k)'h
Mk,D

n
MIt- I Sit
S sUPXE[O,CD) IP(
<x(----:jC)'h
(n-k)'h
n
(n-k)'h
MIt-IStI
_ G(x( n~'h _
)I
n(n-k)'h

I

I FJ

- G(x) I

S

SUpxE [0.11» 1P<M.t S x(n-k)~) - G(x) 1

+ 2SUPxE[O.ClD) 14t(x( ~k )~ n

+ 2SUPxE[0.1I»

Since k

s

14t(x(

Mt

-

I St I

(n-k)~

) - cP(x( :k

)~) 1

n~k )~) - 4t(x) 1

[_n_], it is clear (petrov, p. 114, 1974) that
log n

As far as II is concerned, it follows from Nagaev (1970) that
(5.4) II S C]b2

1

k~

S C]--.

(n-k)~

2n~

Hence, by substituting (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4) into (5.1), the result follows
immediately.

Lemma 4. Let {Xi; i E N} be a sequence of Li.d.r.v. 's with

~

= 1 and E 1Xi 13 = b <

00.

EXi =

Then, for all x ~ (2log n)~

0,

fmQi. It is known, Revesz (1968), that

Now, to check the validity of (4.5), it is sufficient to prove that

The proof of (5.7) can be seen in Lemma 1, Landers-Rogge (1984). This
completes the proof of Lemma 4.
The following result is also stated in Moricz (1976) and it is true for
either independent or dependent random variables.

Lemma 5. (Erdos-Steckin) Let'Y
such that, for n

~

b

+ 1

~

>

2 and let {3t} be a sequence of numbers

1,

a

E I Sa - Sb I" < c,. ( 1: ~,.12.
k-b+l

Then,
a

E I Mb •a I" S c£c.,.( 1: ~,.12,
k-b+l

where c£ does not depend on 'Y for 'Y

~

2

+ e, e

> O.
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